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The Medina Community Library to host a Writing Workshop

The Texas Writes Program will be at the Medina Community Library in 
Medina to present a program on Saturday, Jan. 25. This event is free and 
open to the public and refreshments will be served.
Starting at 10 a.m., attendees will hear from author Nan Cuba on how to 
turn personal experience into fiction. Her talk is titled “The Truth Told 
Slant: Personal Experience Turned into Fiction.”
In addition, author Antonio Ruiz-Camacho will explore the translation of 
family history and anecdotes into riveting stories in any genre in his talk 
“Twisting Facts into Stories: Family History in Fiction and Nonfiction.” 
This program will include a discussion with the authors, and a chance 
for the audience to ask questions. This event is for writers and readers 
alike and is a terrific opportunity to hear accomplished authors speak 
about the craft of writing and the life of a writer.
This event is the fifth event in the 2019/2020 season of Texas Writes, a 
statewide program offered by the Writers’ League of Texas and 
supported by a generous grant from the Tocker Foundation. Texas Writes 
sends accomplished, published authors into libraries across the state for 
presentations and panel discussions focused on the craft of writing. 
“This is one of the programs that we offer that I’m most proud of for its 
commitment to supporting the wonderful libraries that service our 
smaller towns in Texas and for its chief aim, to feed writers’ souls and to 
connect writers and readers in our communities.” – Becka Oliver, 
Executive Director, Writers’ League of Texas



The Medina Community Library is at 13948 State Hwy 16 N, Medina. If 
you're interested in attending, please contact the library to pre-register at 
830-589-2825.

More about Texas Writes:
Since 2013, the Texas Writes program has visited more than sixty 
communities across Texas with plans for another fifteen visits in the 
coming year. For more information about Texas Writes or the Writers’ 
League of Texas, please visit www.writersleague.org, or call 
512-499-8914.  

http://www.writersleague.org

